
GROUP EXERCISE SCHEDULE                            

WINTER 2020     Effective 2/28/20                          (replaces 2/9/20 schedule) 

The Kingsbury Club & Spa  *   186 Summer Street   Kingston MA   02364  *   781-585-3883 *   kingsburyclub.com 
 

   

 MON TUES WED THURS FRI SAT SUN 

6:00am 
Sunrise Barre 
Laura  (55) C 

Cycling 
Cathy (55) B 

Sunrise Barre 
Alyse (55) A 

Cycling 
Karen P. (55) B 

Music Video Cycling 
Cathy (55) B 

  

7:00am   
Pilates Core Stretch 

Karen (55) C 
 
 

    

7:30am 
BOOTCAMP 
Alice  (55) A 

Muscle Mix 
Cathy (55) 

BOOTCAMP 
Alice  (55) A 

Barre  
Heather (55) C 

 
Cycling 

Howard (55) B 
On the Turf 

Alice  (55) Turf 

8:00am 

 
On the Turf 

Alice  (55) Turf 
Cycle Camp 

Jody (30/30) B 
On the Turf 

Alice  (55) Turf 
On the Turf 

Alice  (55) Turf   

Multi-Lev. 
Pilates 

Karen (55) C 

Yoga 
Mackenzie (60) C 

8:15am YOGA 
Monica (55) C 

  
8am Sets N Reps 

Theresa (55) 
8am Pilates Challenge 

Kelly (55) C 
 

8 am Cycling 
John (55) B 

8:30 am 
Body Blitz 

Theresa (55) 
Cycling 

Debbie  (55) B 
Yoga 

Heather  (55)  
Cycle Express! 

Diane (45-Min) B 
 P90X 

Bridget  (55) 

 

Kick It! 
Nicole (55) A 

 
 
 

8:45 am  
Chair Yoga 

Kim O. (45) C 
 

Chair Yoga 
Nancy (45) C 

 
 
 
 

 

9:00am 
Cycling 

Jody  (55) B  
 

  

Cycling & Abs! 
Theresa (75) B/T 
(60 Spin/15 Abs)  

 

 
Essentrics 

Danielle  (75) C 
 

 

9:30am 

Pound 
Jade (45) 

Strong Functional 
Flow Yoga 
Kim O. (80) 

 

 
Tone It OUT 

Jenn (55)  

 

Yoga 
Diane (75) C 

Gun’s N’ Buns 
Jenn (55) 

Zumba 
Joanne (55) 

 
    

 
HIIT Circuits 

Jody (45) TURF 
 

Multi-Lev. Pilates 
Kelly (60) C   

Kickboxing/Core de 
Force 

Jody (50) A 
   

Barre-lates 
Kelly C    

Gentle Yoga 
Suzi (60) C 

 9:45am 

BEGIN to SPIN 
Linda (30) B   

 
Yoga 

Katie C. (55) C 
  

10:30 am 

Cardio Fit 
Stella (60) 

 
Functional Training 

MaryFran (55) A 
 

Functional Training 
MaryFran (55) 

  

10:30 Yoga Fit 
with Chair Assist 

Kim O. (55) C 
 

10:30 Stretch 
w/Kim (30) C 

    

11:30 am     
Cardio Fit 
Stella (60) 

 
 

4:00pm     
LINE DANCING 
Maureen (55) A 

   

4:30pm  
Barre  

Jenn (45) C 
     

5:00 pm 
Zumba 

Joanne (55) 
      

5:30 pm 

 
Cycle Camp 

Cathy (30/30) B 
 

 
Cycle Intervals 
Theresa (55) B 

 
Sets N Reps 
Missy  (55) 

  

6:00pm 

Bootcamp 
Alice (55) 

P90X 

Bridget  (55) 

POUND 

Jade (45)  A  

Yoga 
Suzi  (75) C 

   

   
6pm Cycle Camp 
Cathy (30/30) B 

   

7:00 pm 
Essentrics 

Danielle (75) C 
 

Yoga 
Michelle (75) A 

    

All classes meet in Studio A  
unless otherwise noted. 

 

NEW CLASS & / OR 
INSTRUCTOR  

 

B = Cycle Studio 

 

C = Downstairs Mind/Body 
Studio 

 

T = Turf Field 

 
( ) = Class length 

 



- Fitness Classes Descriptions--- 
BODY BLITZ Anything goes in this total body 
non-stop workout including resistance training, 
intense cardio, endurance, agility and core. Get 
it all in one hour!  
 
BOOTCAMP Intervals of strength training 
weight work and cardio to maximize your time. 
Modifications are given throughout class all 
fitness levels welcome! 
 
FUNCTIONAL TRAINING Specific movements 
which apply to one's daily activities using 
dumbbells, strength bands, medicine balls, & 
the Bosu to challenge participants w/ exercises 
moving through multiple planes of motion. 
 
Guns N’ Buns A strength class focused on 
exhausting all muscle groups to gain definition 
& tone. The class is choreographed to music to 
help set the pace & keep the energy up! 
 
HIIT Circuits: Intervals on the turf alternating 
cardio & strength exercises. NON stop workout! 
 
Kickboxing (CORE DE FORCE):  Mixed martial 
arts-inspired workouts designed to slash 
inches off your waist, blast belly fat, and sculpt 
total-body definition—no equipment needed! 
 
Kick It! This workout is non-stop. You are 
working your legs, getting a super intense 
cardio workout, and toning all over your 
body. No equipment used, bodyweight only 
 
Line Dancing: Easy to follow foot 
stomping, knee slapping dancing, done in 
lines using 4 walls of the room! Move & 
Laugh to all types of music! 
 
MUSCLE MIX 55-min bootcamp style full body 
muscle conditioning class that will leave your 
heart pumping! 
 
ON THE TURF Train like an athlete in this high 
intensity, sport infused and music inspired 
conditioning group exercise class. This class is 
functional training based, a total body workout 
for ALL fitness levels. 
 
P90X Workouts are predesigned and taught in 
blocks of cardio, upper, lower, and core.  Get 
ready for an extensive variety of fat-burning, 
muscle-perfecting moves that produce steady, 
continuing results! 
 
Pound: Sweat, Sculpt, & ROCK with POUND, 
inspired by the sweat-dripping, infectious, 
energizing fun of drumming! POUND is a full 
body cardio jam session championed by fitness 
rebels around the world 
 
Sets N Reps; this barbell class will strengthen 
your entire body. This workout challenges all 
your major muscle groups by using the best 
weight-room exercises like squats, presses, lifts 
and curls. 
 

Stretch; Flexibility training is an essential, yet 
often overlooked health-related component of 
fitness.  30-min Class to enhance your 
workouts, quality of life, reduce stress and 
reduce your risk of injury. 
 
Tone It OUT! 
A total body workout designed to be 
choreographed to music, rather than counted 
w/reps, to keep the workout fun and the mind 
distracted.  There are intense cardio busts 
followed by recovery of high repetition with 
light weighs to help tone the entire body.   
 
ZUMBA is a fusion of Latin and International 
music - dance themes creating a dynamic, 
effective fitness system! The routines feature 
aerobic interval training w/ a combo of fast & 
slow rhythms that tone & sculpt the body. 
 
ZUMBA TONING.  Zumba with a toning 
component which has an emphasis on toning, 
balance and core work all incorporated within 
the routines.   Welcome beginners, fitness 
enthusiasts and active older adults. 
 
--- SENIOR CLASSES --- 
CARDIO FIT This class, for the active adult, 
looks to combine a balanced mix of cardio 
conditioning w/strength training & flexibility. 
Emphasis placed on functional training, 
balance, stretching & stabilization of muscle 
groups in a safe & fun environment. 
 
Yoga Fit with Chair Assist (see Yoga) 
 
--- CYCLING CLASSES ---  
Begin to Spin: 30-minute low-intensity spin 

class. Learn to set up the bike and how a spin 
class operates, low volume & slower pace. 
 
CYCLING Reduce your body fat, lose weight, 
improve aerobic fitness, relieve stress…and 
have fun while pedaling to music! 
 
CYCLE CAMP 30/30 cycling & strength 
bootcamp class! We will spin for 30-min then 
head into the Mind/Body studio or Turf for 30-
minutes of nonstop strength training! 
 
CYCLE EXPRESS Want to burn some calories in 
a shorter amount of time than our 1-hour 
class? Try Express and get in done in 45! 
 

Cycle Interval  Burn crazy calories w/this 
non-stop, high intensity class w/ intervals 
cycling & weights, held in the cycle studio 
 
MUSIC VIDEO CYCLING: Need a little eye 
candy? This high energy class will fly by 
because you’ll be watching the hottest videos 
on the TV during class!  
 
--BARRE PILATES & YOGA CLASSES-- 
BARRE-LATES Create long, lean muscles w/ 
this combo of Barre, Pilates & strength training. 
 

 
 
CARDIO-BARRE Start your morning with barre 
training with an additional twist of a 
cardiovascular training. Complete with core 
and strength training. 
 
CORE YOGA This class focuses on traditional 
yoga practices in a supportive environment 
while placing additional emphasis on core 
strengthening. 
 
ESSENTRICS: 
A dynamic yoga/pilates workout that 

simultaneously lengthens and strengthens 

every muscle in the body, resulting in greater 

joint mobility and lean, long muscles.  
 
GENTLE YOGA This class will consist of 
postures designed to stretch and strengthen 
the body with a strong emphasis on breath and 
being mindful in your movements. 
 
MULTI-LEVEL PILATES This class is open to 
both the novice & more experienced Pilates 
student mixing both basic and intermediate 
Pilates moves. Exercises focus on core strength, 
balance, muscle stability and flexibility. 
 
Pilates Challenge: This multi-level mat class 
challenges every muscle group, while 
incorporating components of flexibility and 
proper body alignment for a full body workout 
 
PILATES CORE STRETCH A Pilates class that 
develops core strength & body integration with 
an additional focus on increasing joint strength, 
joint mobility & muscle flexibility through 
movement. The goal being to unlock better 
posture & balance. 
 
STRONG FUNCTIONAL FLOW YOGA  
Incorporates traditional yoga poses and flows, 
interspersed with various functional 
movements.  The intention is to create 
strength, range of motion, and peace of mind. 
 
SUNRISE BARRE Barre elements with focused 
attention given to arms, abs, glutes and thighs. 
Stott Pilates principles integrated to optimize 
skeletal and muscular function 
 
YOGA In this supportive environment, learn 
how to listen to your body’s needs and respect 
its limitations through gentle stretching. For 
beginner, intermediate and advanced. 
 
Chair Yoga traditional yoga postures are 
practiced in both a sitting and standing 
position. fitness moves are incorporated to 
help build and maintain strength, range of 
motion, flexibility and balance.  
 
--- Fee-BASED Programs --- 
GOLF FITNESS Let Dr. Jay help bring your golf 
game to its highest potential with supervised 
Group TPI workouts! 


